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A Nature's Wonder-Box of
Queries ‘n’ Questions!–that's
how MS perceives a child as
he/she is received in, and then
on, these hollowed portals are
his/her home, where, amidst
shady lush greens, he/she starts
growing, raring and flowering.
Weather
April
May
June

Temperature
Minimum
Maximum
23.6°C
40.23°C
26.6°C
43.03°C
26.1°C
40.83°C

Students sweated under
record breaking heat of April before
came the ‘cooling’ summer vacation.

The MS
IS NOT JUST A SCHOOL
IT'S A WAY OF LIFE.
A SPIRIT THAT ANIMATES DAILY
YOUR LIFE IN MS CAMPUS,
THE SPIRIT OF LEARNING
THE SPIRIT OF TEAM WORK
THE SPIRIT OF SERVICE

MS Wins "Standalone School of the Year" Award
The Mann School won "The Standalone School of the Year Award" at the
Indian Education Congress and Awards 2016, Delhi on the 26 May 2016.
It is a National Award on Excellence in Education. It was the 6th National
Convention on Indian Education attended by over 400 Top Education
Brands in the country. The event was partnered by TIMES NOW, Amity
University, PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Education World
(Magazine Partners), Indian Franchise Association, etc. The theme for
the event was "Change the World" with the keynote address given by Mr.
Shiv Khera, a renowned author and speaker.

House Telephone System/Digital
Safes installed at MS
MS through its progressive education
and value based learning pedagogy
constantly strives to evolve and
implement procedures and systems
which are in vogue in the fast growing
education sector in India.
Our boarders have been provided with
electronic/digital safes with individual
locks/card system in which they can
keep their laptops/tablets.
We have also introduced and installed a
House Telephone System (HTS), technically referred to as Student
Parents Automated Communication System (SPACS). This will resolve
the issue of queuing and call waiting.
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NIE Summer Editorial Training Program

Mr. Vishaldeep, ANO

Madhawi Sharma of class XII-B
was selected for the NIE
Summer Editorial Training
Program 2016-17 (internship)
scheduled from May 16-24,
2016. The training gave her an
opportunity to work with the
editorial team of TOI student
edition and gain knowledge
about how to report and edit stories, write reviews
and news features and design colorful reader
friendly pages which is the essence of journalism.

No. 1 Delhi Air Sqn NCC (Flg) of
the Mann School received its
Third Officer in Mr. Vishaldeep,
of maths department, who
completed his No. 82 Junior
Division Pre-commission/
Refresher Course held at ANO
Faculty, Air Force Station,
Tambaram from 29th February
to 22nd April 2016.
The Officer was awarded exceptional grading.

The training also included a visit to the TOI Press at
Sahibabad. At the successful completion of the
internship a "Certificate of Honor" was awarded to
her.

MS at NASA

MS always strives to make its
students future ready

A batch of 08 students mentored by Cdr. VK Banga
Principal had a 10-day sojourn in the USA from
21st June to 5th July 2016. It was an educational
excursion to NASA primarily. Young learners
experienced the unparalleled thrill of spending
time inside the model of a simulator in which realtime astronaut had travelled into space. They also
witnessed the procedure of controlling the
spacecraft from the launching pad and saw the
Discovery Space Shuttle that had returned from
the space.

In yet another one of its kind initiative the school
has introduced tablet-based learning for its
students. It not only reduces the weight of the
school bag, but also makes the learning process
more interactive and engaging. It would also
empower teachers to understand the learning

patterns and gaps of students and address them
within and beyond the classroom and thus
ensuring individualised attention.
MS students are forerunners in moving from
traditional learning to this advanced way of anytime
and anywhere learning through their personal
learning devices."
Young Explorer(s) Space’ of The Mann School with their mentor
Cdr. V.K. Banga, Principal, on the resplendent NASA Campus.
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The batch also had an exposure to sightseeing
spots of the States like the Statue of Liberty (New
York) Niagara Falls, Universal Studio, Disney
World (Orlando) besides tasting in the cool breeze
of Miami beach. They also sighted the famed White
House of the US President before visiting Boston
University Campus, where they learnt the
admission procedures of the desirous scholars.

Equestrian Centre, Delhi Cantonment from March
25th to April 3rd 2016.
Fifteen students represented the school in several
events and a total of 8 medals were won. The
names of the medal winners are Mihir Kedia
(Gold/Bronze), Anshu (Silver), Mrinank Parashar
(2 Bronze) , and a Bronze medal each for Harshit,
Ayush Chaturvedi, and Ganriuluna Gangmei. The
medals were won the Ball and Bucket Event and
the Stick and Ball Race

IPSC Principals' Workshop
The Mann School hosted some of the most
eminent IPSC Member Schools and their
Principals for the Principals Workshop held at their
school campus from April 9-10, 2016. The theme of
the Workshop was "Transforming Schools through
Leadership". Prof. R. Govinda, J P Naik National
Fellow (ICSSR) at Centre for Social Development,
New Delhi and Former VC of National University of
Educational Planning and Administration
(NUEPA), New Delhi was there to direct the
workshop. He was assisted by Dr. Kashyapi
Awasthi and Dr. Subitha G V Menon, both of whom
are serving as professors at NUEPA.

Mapsians pose with US astronaut Fred Gregory
with their School flag on display

It is hoped that the once-in-a-lifetime experience of
the 'Young Explorer(s) Space' will one day really
shape up somebody into an astronaut.

31st Delhi Horse Show
The Annual Delhi Horse Show is one prestigious
event which almost every avid horse rider in Delhi
looks forward to. It's an event which has given the
nation many champions and where the competition
is really tough and the best of talent participates.
The participation of The Mann School has been a
regular feature in the event for the past many
years. This year also Mapsian daredevils brought
laurels to their school through participation and
winning of medals at the 31st Delhi Horse Show
organized by B Squadron 61 Cavalry at the Army

Cdr. V K Banga, Principal and host, welcomed all
the speakers and participants (12 of them) and
apprised them on the busy schedule of the
workshop. He even read out the message sent by
Dr. M V Prasad (President IPSC Trust) who
expressed his happiness on the fact that the
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workshop would witness quality participation be it
the speakers or the participants. Some of the
topics covered were: Perspective on School
Leadership, Transforming Schools as Learning
Organizations, Challenging Mental Models and
Building Teams, Transforming Schools through
Nurturing Innovative/Creative Thinking, Social and
Emotional Issues at School, Reflection Writing and
Consolidating Learning and Strategies like NonJudgemental Feedback, Learning Conversations
and Coaching in addressing Socio-Emotional
Issues. A short motivational video was also
screened which led to a fruitful discussion. Mr. B K
Sood (Member IPSC Trust) addressed the
delegates on " Democratic Leaders" where he
covered 3 vital components - Take it easy where he
meant good things happen with the passage of
time, second - Is fully devoted to school and third Takes Initiative.

Apart from the school staff, the presentation was
witnessed by parents of the students.

Workshop on Traffic Etiquettes
A workshop was conducted on traffic etiquettes to
educate the students on the norms and rules of the
traffic. It was conducted in the library on 13th May,
2016. Three officers from the Traffic Cell , Delhi had
come to deliver a lecture. A movie, related to the
importance of traffic rules, was also shown to the
children. A quiz programme was held at the end, to
test and enhance the traffic sense among the
students, in which many students were awarded
small tokens of appreciation by the officers.
Students from class 9-12 had participated.

World Dance Day
International Dance Day also known as World
Dance Day, is celebrated by the International
Dance Council on April 29 under the UNESCO
aegis.
This year also was no exception for MS which
organized various dance forms like Kalinka Russian dance, Halay - Turkish dance, TarantellaNorthern American dance, Free Style dance, Retro
dance and Ghoomar - Rajasthani dance. Students
looked tremendous wearing colourful costumes.

Inter House Activities
An Inter House English Poem Recitation Competition was held on 26th April, 2016 in
the Primary Wing. The participants were from classes III to V. The students recited a
variety of poems based on various themes like Nature and humour. Kritika of class 5th B
stood 1st in the competition, Prachi Yadav (4th A) came 2nd and Kavyansh (5th A)
received the 3rd position.
Housewise credits: Dayanand - I, Vyas - II.
English Poem
Recitation

The new academic session 2016 saw its first Inter House intellectual contest in Hindi
poem recitation.
Harshita Mann of Dayanand bagged the 1st slot while Tanisha Tiwari of Buddha House
stood 2nd. The 3rd position again was appropriated by Buddhians. However, final
results were as follows:
Dayanand - I, Buddha - II
Poetic
Recitation-Hindi
Apr 11
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Cricket
May 5

Skills of the cricket players this season were put to harsh tests repeatedly with fortunes
of all three rival Houses fluctuating all the time. However, superior teamwork of
Dayanand team lifted the championship. Buddha were runners-up and Vyas House the
tail-ender.

Badminton
Apr 6

The tantalizing air dance of the shuttle cock eluding the contenders over the net is a
scene avidly awaited by not only players but watchers as well. This year the wily Dame
Luck smiled on Buddhians who relegated worthy Vyasians to the 2nd position.

Individual honours, however, were equally distributed Buddha's Prashant Antil won
championship of Seniors and Dayanandian Vaibhav Kumar grabbed it for Junior boys whereas Kime
Aming from Vyas topped the Girls division.

Hindi
Declamation
May 4th

Nine were the topics on which nine speakers were to express themselves in the Hindi
declamation. A team of three contestants represented each House, viz, Buddha, Vyas
and Dayanand.

Oratorical skills and rhetorical expressions of performers were impressive, but those
who outshone others were: Neha from Dayanand House and Himanshi Singh of Vyas. Neha was
adjudged the Best Speaker and Himanshi was declared runner-up.
Housewise credits: Vyas - I, Buddha - II.

English Elocution

Legendary well given makeover

The students of the Primary Wing from classes III
to V participated in the English Elocution on 16th
April, 2016. The judges Mr. PS Paul and Mr. CP
Davis judged the participants who closely fought
the competition. Two students from each section
were given an opportunity to express their views on
varied topics. The students performed to their level
best to convince the judges and the audience.

This well was constructed in 1941 and the year
2016 commemorates its 75th year (Platinum
Jubilee). The original stone plaque is placed at the
ledge of the well. It is restored to its fairly original
structure after a period of 50 years. The water is
sweet and the water level in 1989 was about 5'ft
below the ground level.

The results:
Positions Class-III
First
RK Vedantika
Second Arihant Mishra

Class-IV
Lavanya
Shagun

Today it lives with a fictional legend created by
students imagination, of a good spirited lady called
'Kanta Bai', who is said to emerge from the well at
night to roam around the campus to see if all is well.

Class-V
Kritika
Tanisha

The Jungle Book
To break the monotony of daily routine and to
facilitate learning beyond the classroom, the
students of primary school were taken to the
cinema theatre to watch the special screening of
the movie "The Jungle Book" on 23rd of April, 2016.
The students of grades III to V enjoyed the movie,
imbibing a lot from the adventurous and inspiring
fare.
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Facade of MS

Majestic gate of The Mann School

OBIT

Senator Okram

NabamTali

With a heart that is sad with a deep sense of loss,
we record here the untimely and tragic demise of
Master Senator Okram (Class X), who bade us
adieu on the fateful day of 19th June 2015.

On 22nd July 2016 a cruel fate suddenly snatched
away Master NabamTali, 16, from his grieving
family and friends by a sad and strange quirk of
chance.

Within a short space of 3 years, the versatile
handsome youth, equally proficient in academics,
painting and his consuming passion, football,
Senator became the pride of The Mann School
who carried the school flag aflutter not only in
various national championships, but also in
prestigious international soccer tournaments like
Gothia Cup (Sweden), Mediterranean
International Cup (Spain), Helsinki Cup (Finland)
besides playing in Singapore, Switzerland and
elsewhere.

Possessed of a profound artistic temperament,
Nabam's perception of beauty found spontaneous
expression in remarkably rich drawings. However,
the young man of few words will be most
remembered for his brilliant gamesmanship in the
field of his prime passion, football.
MS family mourns the irreparable loss of
NabamTali.

The MS family dips its flag in the beloved memory
of Senator Okram and prays to the Almighty to
grant strength to the bereaved family of the
Promise that Senator was.
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RIP Nabam !
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